Multiple behavioral change is an exciting and evolving research area, albeit one that presents analytic challenges to investigators. This manuscript considers the problem of modeling jointly trajectories for two or more possibly non-normally distributed dependent variables, such as marijuana smoking and risky sexual activity, collected longitudinally. Of particular scientific interest is applying such modeling to elucidate the nature of the interaction, if any, between an intervention and personal characteristics, such as sensation seeking and impulsivity. The authors describe three analytic
approaches: generalized linear mixed modeling, group-based trajectory modeling, and latent growth curve modeling. In particular, the authors identify identify the strengths and weaknesses of these analytic approaches and assess their impact (or lack thereof) on the psychological and behavioral science literature. The authors also compare what investigators have been doing analytically versus what they might want to be doing in the future and discuss the implications for basic and translational research.
Keywords sensation seeking, impulsivity, group-based trajectory model, latent growth curve model, generalized linear mixed model, joint model Public health professionals and psychologists interested in changing behavior across time have, historically, been most often interested in targeting one specific behavior at a time. The general assumption has been that a highly focused intervention or treatment that targets a single health-related behavior will be more effective than a diffuse intervention that may end up ''off target.'' This strategy is somewhat analogous to research in drug development where a specific disease or psychopathology is targeted, and nontargeted effects of the drug are considered unwanted side effects. However, in contrast to this strategy, recently there has been more interest in developing interventions that effectively produce multiple behavioral changes, each of which has a positive consequence on health (Morabia & Costanza, 2010; Prochaska, Nigg, Spring, Velicer, & Prochaska, 2010; Prochaska, Spring, & Nigg, 2008) .
There are at least two potential advantages for examining changes in multiple behaviors in longitudinal studies. First, different behaviors often occur in tandem and studying them in tandem may uncover common etiological or mechanistic risk factors. For example, Stoolmiller, Gerrard, Sargent, Worth, and Gibbons (2010) found that both exposure to R-rated films and initiation of alcohol increase across the adolescent period. More importantly, sensation-seeking status moderated the relation between R-rated films and alcohol use such that exposure to R-rated films was more strongly associated with alcohol use among low-sensation seekers than among high-sensation seekers. Such results may have important implications for the understanding of phenotypic and environmental interactions for risk-related behaviors across development.
Second, to the extent that two or more health behaviors share common risk factors, designing a single intervention to change multiple behaviors simultaneously would be most efficient and cost-effective. For example, after determining that drug use and obesity share some common links in developmental stage, risk factors, and mediators, Pentz and colleagues (Pentz, 2009; Riggs, Sakuma, & Pentz, 2007) adapted an evidence-based drug abuse/violence prevention program to an obesity prevention program. While this example illustrates a reduction in two different health risk behaviors, the multiple behavior change can be bidirectional, as would be the case for an intervention designed to increase physical activity in order to decrease depressive symptoms (Blumenthal et al., 2007) .
The present manuscript has two purposes. The first is to describe three potentially useful analytic approaches for longitudinal data in multiple behavioral change: generalized linear mixed modeling, group-based trajectory modeling, and latent growth curve modeling. Our descriptions are nontechnical in nature, as this manuscript is not intended to serve as a detailed guide to implementation. Instead, we seek to provide a basic conceptual understanding of each approach, to articulate its strengths and weaknesses, and to illustrate its impact (or lack thereof) on the psychological and behavioral science literature.
The second purpose of this manuscript is to compare what has been done analytically in the psychological and behavioral science literature, particularly when at least one of the dependent variables involved substance use, versus what might desirably be done in the future. Some of the articles referenced herein were located via Google search; however, most were already known to the authors of the present manuscript, who themselves perform research in the field of substance use. The articles referenced herein are not intended as an exhaustive inventory of the literature on multiple behavioral change, even within the field of substance use. However, they may be regarded as representative for the purpose of comparing what has been done analytically versus what might be done in the future. Our comparison is not intended to criticize any previous investigators, who were often working with the best analytic tools that were readily available to them at the time, but rather to provide relevant insights to future investigators. Indeed, we hope that this manuscript will enable future investigators to make informed decisions about data analysis in multiple behavioral change.
Before proceeding to accomplish these purposes, we describe some of the relevant research literature. Assessments of school-based programs for the prevention of substance use or abuse have typically focused on the use of two or more substances; thus, these assessments have, in a narrow sense at least, considered the impacts of the interventions on multiple behaviors. Here we review results of several of the major randomized controlled trials of school-based substance abuse programs published since 1998, with a focus on what outcomes were assessed and how the data were analyzed. Our review includes studies assessing the 10-year effects of the original Project D.A.R.E. program (Lynam et al., 1999) , the impact of the more recent version called Take Charge of Your Life (Sloboda et al., 2009) , the effects of Project ALERT (Ringwalt, Clark, Hanley, Shamblen, & Flewelling, 2009) , the results for All Stars (Harrington, Giles, Hoyle, Feeney, & Yungbluth, 2001) , and the long-term effects of the Life Skills program (Botvin et al., 2000) . All of these programs were implemented in the sixth or seventh grade, and several had additional subsequent booster components. In each case, schools were randomized to condition.
Every one of these studies presented results for multiple substances (typically including at least cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana, and inhalants) but did so separately and independently for the various substances. Three of the studies used hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) to account for the clustered observations and randomization at the school level (Lynam et al., 1999; Ringwalt et al., 2009; Sloboda et al., 2009) , and another used generalized estimating equations (GEE) to control for clustering (Botvin et al., 2000) , while the All Stars evaluation (Harrington et al., 2001) used neither HLM nor GEE. Conclusions about whether the programs were or were not effective seem to have been based on a review of the significance tests across the independent analyses for the various substances. The studies on the original Project DARE, Project ALERT, Take Charge of Your Life, and All Stars concluded that these programs were not effective, with only one significant effect (on alcohol) for Project ALERT and no significant effects on any substances for the other programs. The study on Life Skills found significant intervention effects on heroin and other narcotics, hallucinogens, total illicit substance use, and total illicit substance use other than marijuana. In summary, all five studies assessed impacts of the programs on individual substances separately and then drew conclusions about the overall effectiveness of the programs via some informal aggregation of the results for the individual substances (e.g., one significant result when five substances were considered would not indicate high overall effectiveness).
There has also been some research literature assessing the effects of programs on substance use and at least one other kind of behavioral outcome. The most commonly studied such programs share a focus on substance use or abuse with sexual risk, that is, either by enrolling individuals with one set of challenges (substance abuse or HIV risk behaviors) into a program addressing the other or by combining intervention components on each topic for a target audience currently or at high risk of being challenged by both issues. We found that most articles describing the first kind of study (e.g., enrolling individuals being treated for substance abuse into a sexual risk reduction program) only discussed the impact of the program on the outcome that was the specific target of the intervention. An exception, in which an HIV risk reduction intervention was incorporated into a substance abuse treatment program and both kinds of behavioral outcomes were assessed, is described below (Copenhaver, Lee, & Margolin, 2007) . As noted above, other studies on substance abuse and sexual risk-taking examined an intervention targeted at both kinds of behavioral outcomes. Bryan and colleagues combined elements of an alcohol-related intervention with one for HIV sexual risk reduction, delivering it to adolescents in detention facilities (Bryan, Schmiege, & Broaddus, 2009) . Two other interventions combined elements of an alcohol-focused program with an HIV risk reduction program for populations in South Africa, one targeting secondary school students (Cupp et al., 2008) and the other targeting adults who drink in shebeens (similar to taverns, Kalichman et al., 2008) . The final study that we reviewed assessed both sexual behaviors and substance use as outcomes for the Life Skills school-based substance abuse prevention program whose overall analysis was briefly mentioned above (Griffin, Botvin, & Nichols, 2006) .
Analytic methods varied a bit more across these studies than across the multiple substance use articles discussed earlier. Three of these five studies assessed the impacts of the interventions on behavioral outcomes separately, while the other two used methods that considered outcomes simultaneously. Kalichman and colleagues (2008) assessed the impact of a combined alcohol and sexual risk reduction program using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for continuous outcome variables and logistic regression for categorical outcome variables; two sets of behavioral outcomes were examined, each of the outcomes (including several measures of sexual risk taking and a measure of alcohol use before sex) was evaluated separately, and the program was deemed to impact both sets of behavioral outcomes. Cupp and colleagues (2008) presented separate sets of results for sexual and alcohol-related variables as well, using mixed model repeated measures ANCOVA, since schools rather than individual students had been randomly assigned to conditions; the intervention reduced initiation of sexual intercourse but did not affect alcohol initiation or frequency. Bryan and colleagues (2009) used repeated measures ANCOVA and latent growth curve modeling in separate analyses, assessing the effects of the program on alcohol problems and sexual risk taking; the intervention was found to impact both. As noted earlier, two of the studies used methods that evaluated the impacts of the programs on multiple variables simultaneously. Copenhaver and colleagues (2007) employed multivariate ANCOVA to assess four drug-related outcomes in tandem, while the sex-related outcomes were examined together with a separate multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA). Both sets of results suggested that the program was effective. However, knowledge, attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavior were examined together within each MANCOVA, leaving less than clear what to conclude about how the program impacted behavior per se. Griffin and colleagues (2006) used latent growth curve modeling to assess the impact of the intervention on alcohol and marijuana use. The authors tested a structural equation model hypothesizing that the prevention program, geared predominantly toward substance use, would have direct effects on substance use (as quantified by the ''slope'' of substance use in the five years after the intervention) and that, in turn, substance use would affect HIV risk behaviors in young adulthood. The hypothesis was confirmed with an excellent fit of the model to the data.
Generalized Linear Mixed Modeling
A generalized linear mixed model ([GLMM] Breslow & Clayton, 1993; Molenberghs & Verbeke, 2005; Schall, 1991; Wolfinger & O'Connell, 1993 ) is a sort of hybrid between a linear mixed model ([LMM] Searle, Casella, & McCulloch, 1992; Verbeke & Molenberghs, 2000) and a generalized linear model ([GLM] Dobson, 2002; McCullagh & Nelder, 1989) . Like an LMM, a GLMM accommodates repeated measures data for which the usual assumption of independent observations is untenable; like a GLM, a GLMM accommodates a non-normally distributed dependent variable.
Although statisticians have been developing GLMM theory and concepts since the 1990s, the recent incorporation of PROC GLIMMIX into Version 9.2 of the SAS statistical software package renders GLMMs far more accessible to behavioral and psychological science researchers than they had been in the past. Yet, even with convenient access to GLMMs, a data analyst faces the question of how to create a single model that accommodates multiple dependent variables simultaneously, as opposed to fitting a separate model for each dependent variable.
To clarify this point, we draw an analogy to a far simpler scenario: two normally distributed dependent variables measured just once, in conjunction with a single categorical independent variable. In this simpler scenario, an investigator may choose to perform two univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs), one for each dependent variable, or the investigator may opt to perform a single MANOVA. Even putting aside the question of Type I error probability inflation, there is still ample reason to favor the one MANOVA over the two ANOVAs. As Johnson and Wichern (1998) explain and demonstrate through a numerical example, a MANOVA may have better power to detect group differences than two ANOVAs because the MAN-OVA takes into account information that the two ANOVAs do not, namely the correlation between the two dependent variables. Now, returning to the more complicated situation in which we have multiple non-normally distributed dependent variables measured more than once each (hence, a sort of doubly multivariate data structure) and a mix of continuous and categorical independent variables, a data analyst can fit a single GLMM to accommodate all dependent variables simultaneously through the artificial construction of a ''pseudo-dependent variable'' that encompasses all measurements of each dependent variable. For example, if the two dependent variables of marijuana consumption and risky sexual activity are measured at three points in time, then a pseudo-dependent variable can be defined, which has six instances.
A ''pseudo-independent variable'' is also created to identify the origin of each instance of the pseudo-dependent variable. In the present example, the pseudo-independent variable can be set at one level for the three instances pertaining to marijuana consumption and at a different level for the three instances corresponding to risky sexual activity. By allowing the pseudoindependent variable to interact with the independent variables, the data analyst accounts for the possibility that some measured personal characteristics, environmental factors, and/or interventions may have differential effects on the multiple dependent variables. On the other hand, if the pseudo-independent variable is not permitted to interact with the random effects of the GLMM, then the random effects are said to be ''shared'' across dependent variables. The consequence of shared random effects is that, roughly speaking, a subject inclined toward one risky behavior is presumed more inclined toward another risky behavior, even after adjustment for measured personal characteristics, environmental factors, and/or interventions.
The use of GLMMs and other statistical models with shared random effects is not yet widespread, even outside behavioral and psychological science research, although some examples can be found. Gao (2004) used shared random effects to model jointly the dependent variables of disease and death for dementia patients, while Liu, Wolfe, and Kalbfleisch (2007) employed shared random effects to model jointly the dependent variables of medical costs and death for dialysis patients.
Fitting GLMMs without the assumption of shared random effects may impose an immense computational burden when there are many dependent variables. Fieuws and Verbeke (2006) suggested circumventing this difficulty by first fitting a series of preliminary models. Each preliminary model would involve one pair of dependent variables. So, for example, if four illicit drugs were being monitored, then there would be six preliminary models, namely those for drugs 1 and 2; 1 and 3; 1 and 4; 2 and 3; 2 and 4; and 3 and 4, respectively. The results from the preliminary models would then be combined to produce estimated trajectories for all of the dependent variables, almost as if a single GLMM for all of the dependent variables had been fit in the first place. Fieuws and Verbeke (2006) showed that their procedure yields parameter estimators with the desirable statistical properties of consistency and asymptotic normality. Roughly speaking, consistency means that an estimator is likely to be close to its target when the sample size is large, whereas asymptotic normality means that an estimator is approximately normally distributed when the sample size is large, notwithstanding the possible non-normality of the dependent variables themselves. This latter feature justifies the construction of confidence intervals having the form estimate plus or minus a multiple of the standard error, where the multiple is some number such as 1.96 drawn from the upper tail of a standard normal distribution. In addition, the procedure of Fieuws and Verbeke (2006) entails only a minor loss of efficiency, which essentially means that the standard errors are not much larger than they would have been if a single GLMM for all dependent variables had been fit in the first place.
The GLMM approach has a number of advantages. First, GLMM coefficients have essentially the same interpretations as GLM coefficients subject to the caveat that the data analyst is also controlling for random effects; hence, the data analyst may speak in the familiar parlance of estimated odds ratios or rate ratios. Second, if using PROC GLIMMIX, the data analyst may write a CONTRAST statement to test virtually any hypothesis of interest; thus, the data analyst may create his or her own custom hypothesis tests. Third, the GLMM approach can accommodate not just two but three or more dependent variables simultaneously; this is desirable since a given study may monitor more than two different drugs or health behaviors.
However, the GLMM approach is not without its weaknesses. The estimated dependent variable trajectories based on strata defined by the independent variables may not exhibit clinically relevant differences, even if the differences are statistically significant. For example, high-sensation seekers may have an estimated marijuana consumption trajectory that is significantly elevated compared to that of low-sensation seekers. Yet, such a trajectory is unlikely to be so elevated as to suggest that the typical highsensation seeker is a frequent user of marijuana. In essence, there is no way to prospectively and accurately parse subjects into groups of anticipated frequent, intermittent, experimental, or not-at-all marijuana users based solely on sensation seeking (or, for that matter, any constellation of independent variables assessed prior to the observation of marijuana consumption). Another weakness of GLMMs is that, although missing data can be accommodated, observations not recorded are assumed to be missing completely at random (Little & Rubin, 1987) . Such an assumption is generally implausible, although data analysts often live with it because the off-the-shelf procedures available in most statistical software packages do not accommodate sophisticated modeling of missing data patterns.
Group-Based Trajectory Modeling
A group-based trajectory model (Jones and Nagin, 2007; Jones, Nagin, and Roeder, 2001; Nagin, 1999; Nagin & Tremblay, 2001 ) posits that, for each dependent variable, there exist two or more groups having modest withingroup variation but extreme between-group variation. For example, the dependent variable of risky sexual activity measured during adolescence may yield one group characterized by little or no risky sexual activity, a second group for which the typical experience is to succumb to risky sexual activity only late in adolescence, and a third group characterized by pervasive risky sexual activity throughout adolescence.
Since, generally speaking, such groups cannot be accurately established directly from the independent variables, a latent categorical variable is introduced to define group membership. At each level of the latent variable, a typical trajectory for the dependent variable is estimated. The probability of membership in a group is then expressed in terms of the independent variables. Optionally, group membership can also be used to make predictions regarding a subsequent outcome variable distinct from the dependent variables for which trajectories are estimated, such as whether a student graduates from college, given his or her group memberships with regard to risky sexual activity and marijuana consumption during adolescence.
As with GLMMs, a data analyst employing group-based trajectory modeling with multiple dependent variables faces the question of how to create a single model that accommodates all of the dependent variables simultaneously, as opposed to fitting a separate model for each dependent variable. When there are (exactly) two dependent variables and hence two latent variables, the typical solution is to make the probability of membership in a group defined by the second latent variable a function not only of the independent variables but also of the first latent variable. Thus, group memberships for different dependent variables are probabilistically but not deterministically linked. In other words, two subjects belonging to the same group for the first dependent variable can belong to different groups for the second dependent variable. Moreover, there is no requirement that both dependent variables have the same number of groups. This solution for creating a single model to accommodate two dependent variables is implemented in the PROC TRAJ add-on to the SAS statistical software package.
One may consider attempting a similar solution when there are more than two dependent variables, namely to make the probability of group membership defined by the third latent variable a function of the first two latent variables, the probability of group membership defined by the fourth latent variable a function of the first three latent variables, and so forth. However, this is not offered in the PROC TRAJ add-on due to the computational burden. Instead, when there are more than two dependent variables, a data analyst may choose either to handle only two dependent variables at a time or to work with all of the dependent variables simultaneously under the rather restrictive assumption that a single latent variable defines group membership for all of the dependent variables. A consequence of that assumption is that if a data analyst wishes to have three groups for (say) risky sexual activity, then he/she is also forced to have three groups for (say) marijuana consumption and alcohol consumption; moreover, the three groups for risky sexual activity are exactly the same as the three groups for marijuana consumption and the three groups for alcohol consumption.
Group-based trajectory modeling has become well established in the behavioral and psychological science literature during the past several years. We mention here only four examples, which serve to illustrate a few of the applications: (1) Barker, Tremblay, Nagin, Vitaro, and Lacourse (2006) studied trajectories of reactive and proactive aggression; (2) the dependent variables of theft and violence were assessed by Barker et al. (2007) ; (3) Fontaine et al. (2008) examined patterns of hyperactivity and physical aggression; and (4) the dependent variables of violence, vandalism, theft, and drug use were studied by Van Lier, Vitaro, Barker, Koot, and Tremblay (2009) .
The strengths and weaknesses of group-based trajectory modeling are largely complementary to those of generalized linear mixed modeling, except that group-based trajectory modeling also has the limitation of assuming that missing data occur completely at random. On the other hand, unlike generalized linear mixed modeling, group-based trajectory modeling usually creates groups that are so qualitatively different on the dependent variable that there is no question of whether clinically relevant differences exist between groups. For instance, if there are two groups associated with the dependent variable of marijuana consumption, then one group will likely have an estimated trajectory indicative of virtually no marijuana consumption while the other group will likely have an estimated trajectory suggestive of frequent marijuana consumption, at least by the end of the study. Although the latter group may include disproportionately many highsensation seekers, for example, one must keep in mind that neither sensation seeking nor any other independent variable actually defines the groups. Indeed, there will be many high-sensation seekers in the former group also. The clinically relevant differences between groups and the typically modest numbers of groups chosen for most data analyses, also ensure that the results of group-based trajectory modeling will be highly amenable to visual interpretation.
At the same time, group-based trajectory modeling does have its limitations. First, there do not exist direct relationships between the independent and dependent variables, so that quantities like odds ratios and rate ratios are not routinely estimated. Second, as noted above, the current version of PROC TRAJ accommodates more than two dependent variables only if all of the dependent variables are constrained to have the same single latent variable defining group membership. Third, the current version of PROC TRAJ does not accommodate custom hypothesis testing. This capability would be useful to assess, for instance, whether an intervention had any association with a particular dependent variable if the model were constructed so that the intervention could interact with a personal characteristic such as sensation seeking; in this case, the appropriate null hypothesis could not be expressed in terms of a single parameter for each group and, as such, would not have test results presented in the PROC TRAJ output. On the other hand, a data analyst could still fit a ''reduced'' model excluding the intervention and then use the Bayesian Information Criterion available from the PROC TRAJ output to determine whether the original model with the intervention should be deemed superior to the reduced model without it. Hence, this third limitation regarding custom hypothesis testing is mitigated.
Latent Growth Curve Modeling
Whereas GLMMs allow a data analyst to obtain growth curves, these curves pertain to the directly observed dependent variables rather than to any underlying latent constructs of which the directly observed dependent variables may be indicators. To the extent that the underlying latent constructs themselves are of primary interest, as is part and parcel of confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling (Bollen & Long, 1993; Mueller, 1996) , a data analyst may prefer to estimate trajectories not for the directly observed dependent variables but for the underlying latent constructs. McArdle and Epstein (1987) developed methodology for this purpose, and since then latent growth curve modeling has become well established in the behavioral and psychological science literature. A couple of applications of this methodology are cited below; see Preacher, Wichman, MacCallum, and Briggs (2008) for others.
As with GLMMs and group-based trajectory modeling, a data analyst faces the issue of whether to take into account multiple dependent variables simultaneously rather than relying on a one-variable-at-a-time approach. Indeed, some authors have successfully taken into account multiple dependent variables in latent growth curve modeling. For example, Curran, Stice, and Chassin (1997) combined structural equations for both self-reported peer alcohol use and personal alcohol use in 363 adolescents. Their data analysis merged features of traditional repeated measures MANOVA, confirmatory factor analysis, and structural equation modeling to fit growth curves simultaneously for each of the two latent constructs under study. More specifically, assuming linear growth for both processes, structural parameters were placed so that the intercept of one factor could influence the growth (or slope) of the other factor. Curran et al. (1997) demonstrated positive linear growth in both latent variables over a 3-year period, with consideration for baseline age and parental alcoholism. They demonstrated that growth in adolescent alcohol use was accelerating as a function of peer alcohol use, while growth in peer alcohol use was decelerating as a function of adolescent alcohol use. This implied that baseline peer and adolescent alcohol use were predictive of later changes but that these changes differed by construct. Such a conclusion would not have been possible if each construct had been assessed in isolation from the other.
An advantage of latent growth curve modeling over generalized linear mixed modeling is that the former naturally accommodates multiple indicators of the same construct. For instance, suppose that we periodically obtain retrospective self-reports of marijuana consumption and cigarette smoking along with results from laboratory tests administered on the same days that the self-reports are acquired. Ignoring either the self-reports or the laboratory tests seems wasteful; the self-reports may be susceptible to recall bias, but the laboratory tests capture substance use only in very specific, narrow time intervals. Both a latent growth curve model and a GLMM can accommodate all four dependent variables, but the former naturally tethers together the two dependent variables that indicate marijuana consumption, as well as the two dependent variables that indicate cigarette smoking.
A limitation of latent growth curve modeling is its vulnerability to computational difficulties. For example, McArdle, Grimm, Hamagami, Bowles, and Meredith (2009) analyzed records from three cohorts of subjects assessed repeatedly over time for intellectual ability using different instruments at different ages within and between cohorts. They based their analysis on all items in these instruments that measured the specific latent factors of interest. Combining an item response model for estimation of the latent factors with a growth curve model for assessing changes in the latent factors across the life span, the investigators encountered computational difficulties when using the standard maximum likelihood approach for estimation due to the large number of items under consideration. The investigators were ultimately able to circumvent these difficulties by adopting a Bayesian framework for statistical inference and constructing a Monte Carlo Markov Chain.
Assessment, Recommendations, and Implications for Basic and Translational Research
The three approaches to analyzing longitudinal data in multiple behavioral change outlined above are state of the art, at least for the year 2011. Of course, these approaches may eventually be superseded by better data analysis schemes in the future. However, at this juncture, we wish to comment on what investigators are actually doing that differs from what we have described above. Our commentary emphasizes studies in which at least one of the dependent variables involved substance use, although our subsequent recommendations apply just as well to other kinds of dependent variables (e.g., sexual risk taking, delinquency, academic performance) and assorted combinations thereof. This commentary is not intended to criticize any referenced investigators, because many used the best methods that were readily available to them. Rather, we wish to clarify how methodological and computational advances now permit better data analyses.
Generalized linear mixed modeling and its more familiar cousin linear mixed modeling (frequently called multilevel modeling or HLM) are actually prominent in the psychological and behavioral science literature, albeit not with multiple dependent variables treated in a single joint model. (We say ''joint'' to emphasize that the multiple dependent variables are considered all at once rather than in their own separate models; the antonym is ''marginal.'') An alternative to fitting a single joint model, decidedly superior to fitting multiple marginal models, was exemplified by Brecht, Huang, Evans, and Hser (2008) . They studied the use of heroin, cocaine, methamphetamine, alcohol, and marijuana over a 10-year time span based on data from five longitudinal surveys conducted in California. The goal was to determine how each drug influenced the growth in the use of the other drugs. Their analysis employed a linear growth curve (random intercept and slope) for a primary drug, such as heroin, with the other drugs treated as time-dependent covariates that might impact the intercept and slope. Although this approach entails a series of conditional models rather than a single joint model, these conditional models are at least implicitly connected. (We say ''conditional'' rather than ''marginal'' here because, in each model, the expected level of use for one substance is made conditional on the levels of use for the other substances.) Even so, a single joint model is preferable if computationally feasible. With the recent addition of PROC GLIMMIX to SAS, a single joint model typically will be computationally feasible for an investigator in 2011.
Group-based trajectory modeling also is widespread in the psychological and behavioral science literature, and some authors do in fact fit a single joint model that accommodates all dependent variables. However, many authors fit multiple marginal models, one for each dependent variable, and then proceed to assign subjects to their most likely groups as determined from the marginal models. For instance, this has been done in the context of research on alcohol and marijuana use (Flory, Lynam, Milich, Leukefeld, & Clayton, 2004) , conduct problems and hyperactivity (Shaw, Lacourse, & Nagin, 2005) , and prosocial behavior and physical aggression (Kokko, Tremblay, Lacourse, Nagin, & Vitaro, 2006) . A key difficulty is that the probability of belonging to Group 1 for the first dependent variable and Group 3 for the second dependent variable, for example, may not be consistently estimated by the empirical fraction of subjects assigned to Group 1 for the first dependent variable and Group 3 for the second dependent variable, if the assignments are made from multiple marginal models rather than from a single joint model. (A consistent estimator, recall, is one that approaches its target with high probability when the sample size becomes large.) With the current version of PROC TRAJ, an investigator in 2011 does not face this difficulty because he or she can employ a single joint model to estimate the probability of belonging to Group 1 for the first dependent variable and Group 3 for the second dependent variable. Unfortunately, as noted earlier, the current version of PROC TRAJ does not allow for more than two sets of groups in a single joint model. Thus, there is still a computational obstacle to estimating the probability of belonging to Group 1 for the first dependent variable, Group 3 for the second dependent variable, and Group 2 for the third dependent variable.
Latent growth curve modeling is also well established in the psychological and behavioral science literature. However, as with group-based trajectory modeling, some authors construct separate models for different latent constructs. For instance, Farrell and Danish (1993) examined the relationship between peer influence and alcohol use in middle school students using separate longitudinal structural equation models and concluded that earlier peer alcohol use did not predict later adolescent alcohol use. Such an analytic scheme, while perhaps the state of the art in 1993, does not take full advantage of the data. Indeed, as Curran, Harford, and Muthen (1996) have noted, estimators of model parameters may be biased when one studies the relationship between two co-evolving factors via separate latent growth curve models.
In summary, the principal distinction between what investigators have been doing analytically versus what they might want to be doing in the future is the difference between fitting multiple marginal (or conditional) models within a particular analytic paradigm-generalized linear mixed modeling, group-based trajectory modeling, or latent growth curve modeling-and fitting a single joint model within that same analytic paradigm.
Although we have described three different analytic approaches relevant to the assessment of multiple behavior change, investigators need not limit themselves to a single analytic strategy. Most data sets will be amenable to at least two of the three analytic approaches described herein, and there may be instances in which complementary insights are obtained from dual analytic approaches. The complementary insights are not so much about which independent variables are statistically significant predictors or whether intervention interacts with personality, although certainly disagreements over such points from dual analytic approaches warrant attention. Rather, the complementary insights are more about what can be gleaned from one analytic approach that may not be obvious at all from another. For instance, a GLMM can give a more direct estimate of the association between an intervention and a behavior, but a group-based trajectory model can identify archetypal behavioral patterns that will not be evident from a GLMM.
We attach the caveat, however, that our advocacy for using complementary procedures should not be taken as an invitation to data snooping. For example, investigators should not selectively report the smaller of two p values obtained for an independent variable from each of two complementary procedures. Rather, we recommend that hypotheses and the primary method of data analysis be stated a priori, and that p values be reported for independent variables based on the primary data analysis. Results acquired from a second procedure can then be presented in the context of a ''sensitivity analysis,'' and any qualitative disparities with results from the primary data analysis can be discussed, but p values obtained from a second procedure should not be portrayed as if they had arisen from the primary data analysis.
Generally speaking, we believe that the impact of interventions on multiple behavioral outcomes is best analyzed by treating the outcomes as distinct and employing one or more analytic strategies (such as those described herein) to assess the impact on all of the outcomes simultaneously. However, we also acknowledge that there may be certain contexts or sets of behaviors in which thinking of the outcomes as a collective may make sense (Prochaska, Velicer, Nigg, & Prochaska, 2008) . In such a case, the outcomes may be aggregated into a single index or a weighted impact factor, or an overarching outcome measure may be defined. Investigators pursuing such avenues would do well to identify their weighting/aggregation systems or overarching outcome measures a priori, as otherwise they could be vulnerable to criticisms that they had engaged in data snooping. Indeed, different choices of weighting/aggregation systems or overarching outcome measures could well yield different verdicts about significance for the independent variables.
Finally, although we have drawn primarily from the drug abuse field to describe these analytic methods, they represent general approaches that are portable across various substantive research domains, including psychology, public health, and biomedicine. For example, these analytic strategies may be useful for determining whether there is a causal relation between two different health risks (e.g., obesity and diabetes) or whether the two different health risks are accounted for by some common influence (e.g., sedentary lifestyle as an influence on both cardiovascular and bone disease). In addition, preclinical research with laboratory animals may benefit from these analytic strategies. In the field of developmental teratology, early life events (e.g., maternal separation or stress) are often examined longitudinally for their long-term effects on various neurobehavioral outcomes. Thus, these analytic strategies transcend any specific research domain and may be especially useful for conducting translational research that extends from basic science to real-world application.
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